The Tin Forest by Helen Ward Creating a
Rainforest setting description

The Great Kapok Tree by Lynne Cherry

Reinvent ‘The Great Kapok Tree’ changing the
setting and the characters to the Amazon river

Taking Flight (Film Unit) Independent
narrative
A Midsummer’s Night Dream by Andrew
Matthews To write from a character’s view point

SingUp Unit: Compose—From a railway carriage
A musical journey and exploration of the relationship
between words and music through listening and
composing using a variety of stimuli inc. music, poetry
and works of art—featuring trains and railways.

Fractions Counting in fractions, number lines,
fractions of amounts, equivalence, compare and
order, tenths as decimals, adding and
subtracting fractions
Time Recap O’clock, half past, quarter to,
quarter past, 5 minutes, 1 minute, a.m, p.m.,
months and years, 24 hour clock, duration
Properties of shape Turns, angles, 2D and
3D shape, horizontal/vertical, parallel/
perpendicular
Mass & capacity Compare & measure mass,
capacity and volume, add and subtract

Curriculum Map
Summer Year 3— Rainforests

Microsoft Word Poster
creation for the upcoming
Year 2’s
Touch typing & other
fundamental skills

Rainforests
Locating on world map,
climate, four layers of the
rainforest, comparison of
England and Ecuador and threats
to the rainforest

Forces Push and pull, Movement on
surfaces, exploring magnets and their
poles, magnetic forces at a distance,
practical activity with attraction and
repulsion
Plants and Animals inc. Humans
Flowering parts and functions, plant
requirements, water transportation,
plant life cycle and seed dispersal,
animal and human nutrition, skeleton
types, muscle strength

Artist study: Henri Rousseau Explore
Artist’s work, using different media to
create texture, pencil markings to create
texture, collage compilation

Living in the Wider World
Health and wellbeing, rules and laws, human
rights, anti-social behaviour,
responsibilities and duties, value of
communities, difference and diversity,
customs around the world, the role of
money, enterprise skills, sustainability of
the environment

Dance Rainforest inspired
Swimming Stroke skills, water
confidence, water safety
Athletics Running, throwing,
jumping and catching skills
Striking and Fielding Tracking,
retrieving, aiming, throwing,
marking, hitting, hand-eye
coorination
Outdoor Adventurous Activities
School orienteering, teamwork,
map reading

